**Lesson 12.1** Prepositional Phrases *SE/TWE pp. 513–514*

**FOCUS**

**Objectives:** To identify adjective and adverb prepositional phrases; to use adjective and adverb prepositional phrases in written sentences

___ Bellringer and Motivating Activity, TWE p. 513

**TEACH**

___ Teaching Tip, TWE p. 513

**PRACTICE AND ASSESS**

___ Answers: Exercises 1–3, TWE p. 514

**Additional Resources**

___ Bellringer Activities Transparencies

___ Daily Language Practice Transparencies

___ Grammar Practice, p. 13

___ Grammar Reteaching, p. 13

___ Grammar Enrichment, p. 13

___ Grammar Workbook, Lesson 18

___ Sentence-Combining Practice, pp. 11, 13

**Assessment Options**

___ Tests with Answer Key & Rubrics

___ Unit 12 Pretest, pp. 39–40

___ Testmaker

___ Unit 12 Pretest

**CLOSE**

___ Close activity, TWE p. 514

---

**Lesson 12.2** Appositive and Appositive Phrases *SE/TWE pp. 515–516*

**FOCUS**

**Objectives:** To identify appositive and appositive phrases; to use appositive and appositive phrases

___ Bellringer, TWE p. 515

**TEACH**

___ Teaching Tip, TWE p. 515

**PRACTICE AND ASSESS**

___ Answers: Exercises 4–6, TWE pp. 515–516

**Additional Resources**

___ Bellringer Activities Transparencies

___ Daily Language Practice Transparencies

___ Grammar Practice, p. 14

___ Grammar Reteaching, p. 14

___ Grammar Enrichment, p. 14

___ Sentence-Combining Practice, p. 9

___ Grammar Workbook, Lesson 20

**Homework Assignments**

___

___

___

___

___

___

___ Close activity, TWE p. 516
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Lesson 12.3  Verbals and Verbal Phrases  SE/TWE pp. 517–522

FOCUS
Objectives: To identify participles and participial phrases, gerunds and gerund phrases, and infinitives and infinitive phrases; to use verbals and verbal phrases in writing

___ Bellringer, TWE p. 517

TEACH
___ Participles and Participial Phrases, TWE p. 517
___ Teaching Tip, TWE p. 517
___ English Language Learners, TWE p. 518
___ Gerunds and Gerund Phrases, TWE p. 519
___ Teaching Tip, TWE p. 519
___ Enrichment and Extension, TWE p. 519
___ English Language Learners, TWE p. 520
___ Infinitives and Infinitive Phrases, TWE p. 521
___ Vocabulary Link, TWE p. 521
___ Grammar Tip, TWE p. 521
___ Cross-reference: Grammar, TWE p. 521
___ Two-Minute Skill Drill, TWE p. 521
___ Enrichment and Extension, TWE p. 521

PRACTICE AND ASSESS
___ Answers: Exercises 7–14, TWE pp. 518–522

Additional Resources
___ Bellringer Activities Transparencies
___ Daily Language Practice Transparencies
___ Two-Minute Skill Drill Transparencies
___ Grammar Practice, pp. 15–16
___ Grammar Reteaching, pp. 15–16
___ Grammar Enrichment, pp. 15–16
___ Sentence-Combining Practice, p. 12
___ Grammar Workbook, Lessons 19, 20, 21

CLOSE
___ Close activity, TWE p. 522
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Lesson 12.4  Absolute Phrases  SE/TWE pp. 523–525

FOCUS
Objectives: To identify absolute phrases; to use absolute phrases in writing to add information to sentences

TEACH

English Language Learners, TWE p. 524

PRACTICE AND ASSESS

Answers: Exercises 15–18, TWE pp. 523–525

Additional Resources

Bellringer Activities Transparencies
Daily Language Practice Transparencies
Grammar Practice, p. 17
Grammar Reteaching, p. 17
Grammar Enrichment, p. 17
Sentence-Combining Practice, p. 27
Grammar Workbook, Lesson 19

Homework Assignments

CLOSE

Close activity, TWE p. 525

Unit 12  Grammar Review  SE/TWE pp. 526–532

TEACH

About the Literature, TWE p. 526
Linking Grammar and Literature, TWE p. 526
Teaching Tip, TWE p. 526
Cooperative Learning, TWE p. 526
Viewing the Art, TWE p. 531

PRACTICE AND ASSESS

Answers: Exercises 1–8, TWE pp. 527–532

Additional Resources

Grammar Workbook, Lessons 18–22; Unit 3 Review; Cumulative Review: Units 1–3

CLOSE

Close activity, TWE p. 532

Assessment Options

Tests with Answer Key & Rubrics
Unit 12 Mastery Test, pp. 41–42
Testmaker
Unit 12 Mastery Test
MindJogger Videoquizzes
Interactive Tutor: Self-Assessment, Unit 12

Writing Application p. 533
Phrases in Writing, TWE p. 533
Techniques with Phrases, TWE p. 533
Practice, TWE p. 533
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